
All MSV Strings $35 + HST

Bring your own strings $20 + HST

Over Grips From $4 + HST

Replacement Grips From $12 + HST

Make your favorite racquet feel brand name again. A new grip not only feels better while 

holding your racquet, it can also help you play better since you don't have to hold your grip too 

tight while you play.  New grips absorb sweat better, so you don't feel like you're holding a fish 

when you play in 30 degrees weather.

Available from $4 per grip

Grip Installation: free with grip purchase.

Plenty of colors available

A thin overgrip goes over your existing grip and is quick 

and easy to put on even during changeovers in

a match.

Overgrips do not have glue to stick to the grip 

underneath and you'll see the pros sometimes take one

off and put another one on during a match

If you don't mind your grip just getting a little thicker or 

you want to change grips often because of

sweaty hands, overgrips are what you need.

Available in single grips for $12+HST per grip

Grip Installation: free with grip purchase.

Select colors available

If your grip is old and falling apart and you want your grip 

to stay exactly the same thickness,

it is better to get a replacement grip. Some replacement 

grips have contours for added feel

or sweat absorption. contours for added feel or sweat 

absorption.

The replacement grip is the original grip that your 

racquet came with and it goes straight

onto the handle of a racquet.

Replacement grips are thicker than an overgrip and one 

side has glue to stick to the racquet

itself 

Over Grips Replacement Grips

Restringing, Grips and Accessories
fransua@northbaytennis.com  705 492-9192



As a general rule: tighter strings - less power and more control Looser strings - more power and less control

Available Strings

MSV – Spin Plus Tennis String
Precise spin control with added power

Ideal for players looking for an elastic, multifil string with enhance spin potential.

MSV – GO MAX Tennis String 12m Set
Excellent balance between control and power combined with high durability

Ideal for players looking for a very solid and precise co-poly string.

Restringing

If you don't break strings often, it is recommended that you string your racquet as many times per year as you play 

per week. Strings lose tension over time and will not feel the same as when your racquet was new or like when you 

had it restrung. Since our racquets have been collecting dust over the past 6 months it is a good idea to get it 

restrung and ready for another season. Generally at club level, most racquets now are strung between 52 and 46 

lbs. Racquets used to be strung very tight (between 58 lbs and 68 lbs) but with new racquet and string technology, 

some of the pro's string their racquet as low as 40 lbs. Less tight strings are also a bit easier on the arm but can 

move more on each other during contact with the ball and because of that friction might break sooner. Power, spin 

and durability depends on the kind of string, tecture and the thickness of the strings.

Tested and recommended by independent tennis coaches. Overall rating: 9 points (10-point 

scale).Ideal for Club and Tour-Players with a powerful groundstroke looking for a very high level of 

spin potential, control, durability and tension maintenance.

Tennis Grips Chart



MSV – Co Ultra Tennis String
“Long lasting playing pleasure” tennisMAGAZIN 10/2018

MSV – Focus Hex Soft

(Most Popular with club players)

Great balance between control, spin and power

8% more elastic vs. MSV Focus Hex®

MSV – Focus Hex Tennis String
Most popular MSV Tennis String

Ideal for Club- or Tournament-Players with a powerful groundstroke

Hexagonal shape and strong snap-back effect for great spin potential

High-Tech additives for excellent control, durability and tension stability

MSV – Multi Q Tennis String
The most arm-friendly MSV string.

MSV – Hepta Twist Tennis String
Highly rated spin string

Ideal for players looking for a maximum of spin potential and power.

Heptagonal, twisted co-poly string for highest level of spin potential.

Made from elastic co-polyester material

MSV – Co Focus Tennis String

MSV Swift

Ideal for players looking for a multifilament nylon string with high arm comfort, plenty 

of power and high tension stability.

Ideal for Club and Tour-Players with a powerful groundstroke looking for a very high 

level of spin potential, control, durability and tension maintenance.

Ideal for advanced players looking for an excellent balance between control and power combined 

with exceptional spin potential.

Ideal for players looking for a well-balanced Co-Poly string with above average 

durability and enduring playing pleasure.

A softer co-poly string for club players with added power but still a comfortable feel 

and good spin
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